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For the variational quantum eigensolver we propose to generate trial wavefunctions from a small
amount of selected Pauli terms of the problem Hamiltonian. Two different approaches, one inspired
by the quantum approximate optimization algorithm and the other by imaginary-time evolution, are
proposed and studied in detail. Using numerical calculations, we study the efficiency of these trial
wavefunctions for finding the ground-state energy of three molecules: H2, LiH and H2O. We find
that only a small number of Pauli terms are needed to reach chemical accuracy, leading to short-
depth quantum circuits with a small number of variational parameters. For the LiH molecule, the
quantum circuit consists of 36 two-qubit gates, 45 one-qubit gates, and four variational parameters,
with a favorable scaling for larger molecules.

There are only a few applications for which algorithms
are known that run exponentially faster for quantum
computers. The simulation of quantum systems is one
of them [1, 2]. In particular, quantum computers could
revolutionize the simulation of molecules, materials or
other model Hamiltonians [3–8]. Typically, the interest
lies in the ground state of the Hamiltonian, from which
multitudes of other properties can be calculated. One
way to determine the ground-state energy is by using
the phase estimation algorithm in which the Hamiltonian
of the quantum system is evolved in time on a quan-
tum computer [3, 9]. For noisy intermediate-scale quan-
tum (NISQ) devices, the variational quantum eigensolver
(VQE) [10–14] is especially promising: there, a part of
the computational load is transferred from the quantum
computer to the classical computer. On the quantum
computer, trial wavefunctions that depend on some clas-
sical parameters are generated and its energy is deter-
mined by measuring suitable expectation values. The
classical computer then varies the classical parameters
(i.e. the trial wavefunction) with the goal of minimizing
the energy. A small number of variational parameters is
preferred to make it easier to reach the minimum.

In contrast to quantum chemistry on classical comput-
ers where the exponentially large Hilbert space makes
it impossible to store the full wavefunction of large
molecules, on a quantum computer the Hilbert space is
naturally provided by the quantum state of the qubits.
One of the main challenges of VQE is to find a good
parametrization of the trial wavefunction such that states
in the Hilbert space can be accessed that are as close
as possible to the unknown ground state of the problem
Hamiltonian. In addition, to handle the classical opti-
mization part of the VQE algorithm, the number of pa-
rameters should be as small as possible, i.e. not scale ex-
ponentially with the problem size. Heuristic [15], unitary
coupled-cluster [16, 17], quantum approximate optimiza-
tion algorithm (QAOA) [18, 19] and other parametriza-
tions have been proposed and successfully applied [20].

In VQE, the preparation of the trial wavefunction takes
up most of the quantum circuit, and there is currently a
large interest to implement VQE on NISQ devices with
a small number of quantum gates. To achieve that goal,
there are on one side approaches that are oriented to-
wards the available gates of the given quantum hardware
[15, 21]. On the other side, the circuit can be composed
from selecting excitations based on physical considera-
tions. Most promising is to start with a coupled-cluster
trial-wavefunction which consists of cluster terms of sin-
gle and double excitation operators. On a classical com-
puter a coupled-cluster method has been demonstrated
that automatically adapts to any state of an electronic
system and converges to the full CI limit [22]. The adap-
tivity is accomplished through a guided selection of a
compact set of cluster terms as required for a proper de-
scription of the electronic system under consideration.
Such adaptive method also can be used for VQE on
a quantum computer [23]. Independently it has been
shown that not all cluster terms are needed for generat-
ing the ground state on a quantum computer [24–27].

In this letter, we propose to parametrize trial wave-
functions by using gates that are based directly on se-
lected terms of the problem Hamiltonian. We discuss
two different methods that are inspired by (i) QAOA,
and (ii) imaginary time evolution of the problem Hamil-
tonian. Both can be implemented in the form of a VQE
algorithm. We find that accurate solutions to quan-
tum chemistry problems can be found by selecting only
a small number of Pauli terms from the full Hamilto-
nian, thus keeping the quantum circuit at a short depth
and thereby making it accessible to NISQ devices. We
thereby achieve a trade-off between the number of pa-
rameters and the circuit depth - VQE typically fights
with a large number of parameters, whereas phase esti-
mation or QAOA require no or few parameter but have
an excessively long circuit depth. We show that by in-
creasing the number of selected Pauli terms, the approx-
imated solution can be tuned arbitrarily close to the ex-
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act solution. For LiH, for example, the chemical accu-
racy of 1.6 mH can be obtained with only four Pauli
terms (out of 276) and four variational parameters, re-
quiring 36 two-qubit gates and 45 one-qubit gates for the
preparation of the trial wavefunction. In order to find
the relevant Pauli terms, a search algorithm is proposed
that requires multiple calls of the short-depth quantum
circuit, thereby moving load to the classical computer.
This search increases the computational load only poly-
nomially. In contrast to a heuristic generation of the trial
wavefunction, a Hamiltonian-based generation automati-
cally preserves the particle-number of the trial wavefunc-
tion. In second quantization the Hamiltonian only con-
sists of pairs and double pairs of creation and annihilation
operators.

Generally, any problem Hamiltonian on a quantum
computer with N qubits can be written as a sum of M
Pauli terms

H =

M∑
j

hjHj , (1)

where hj are complex coefficients and Hj are Pauli terms
Hj = q1⊗...⊗qN composed ofN single-qubit Pauli opera-
tors (including the identity operator I), qj ∈ {I,X, Y, Z}.
In the worst case, M scales with the power of four in
the number of molecular orbitals, but in practice drasti-
cally less terms need to be considered. We are interested
in finding the energy E0 of the ground state |ψ0〉 of the
HamiltonianH. In the VQE, a quantum circuit is created
that depends on classical parameters θ and that generates
a trial wavefunction |ψ(θ)〉. The expectation value of the
energy 〈ψ(θ)|H|ψ(θ)〉 is then measured on the quantum
computer. A classical computer then varies θ in order to
minimize the energy and thereby find the ground state
energy E0 = minθ〈ψ(θ)|H|ψ(θ)〉 of the problem [10–12].

Exemplarily, we study the Hamiltonian-based trial
wavefunctions for three small molecules: H2, LiH, and
H2O. More generally, these kinds of trial wavefunctions
can be employed to any kind of problem Hamiltonian.
For the three studied molecules, their Hamiltonian is
represented in second quantization as a sum of one
and two-body terms. The minimal STO-3G basis set
is used [5, 15]. The Hamiltonians are mapped using
Qiskit [28] to the qubit space using a fermion-to-qubit
transformation, the parity mapping [29], and applying
the available two-qubit reduction. For both LiH and H2O
the 1s electrons of the Li and O atom are frozen. This
results in a mapping of the problem to two qubits and a
Hamiltonian of four Pauli terms for H2, eight qubits and
276 Pauli terms for LiH, and 10 qubits and 551 Pauli
terms for H2O. Although the number of Pauli terms M
only increases polynomially with the number of qubits
N [3], for LiH and H2O the number is already too large
to create Hamiltonian-based trial wavefunctions on NISQ
devices with limited coherence [15]. However, we show

that only a subset S ⊂ {1, ...,M} of K Pauli terms of
the total M Pauli terms are needed to find an accurate
solution, and we describe how to select those K terms.

We first discuss how to construct a trial wavefunction
based on the idea of QAOA. In standard QAOA, the
eigenstate of a drive Hamiltonian is evolved in discrete
steps to the ground state of the problem Hamiltonian.
The ground state is thereby obtained directly, i.e. with-
out any variational parameter, but the implementation
of the full Hamiltonian is expensive as it consists of a
very large sum of Pauli terms. Here, we parametrize the
drive and the problem Hamiltonian and use the evolved
wavefunction for VQE. In our mapping of the molecular
wavefunction to the qubit space, the Hartree-Fock state
is an eigenstate of the qubit basis (i.e. of the Pauli Z
terms) and therefore simple to prepare on the quantum
computer. The Hartree-Fock state is also already close to
the ground state, which is helpful for a fast convergence
[30]. This motivates us to use Hz =

∑
q βqZq as a drive

Hamiltonian and inspired by QAOA mix the drive and
the problem Hamiltonian to obtain

|ψ(γ, β)〉 =

P∏
l

∏
j∈S

e−iγljHj

N∏
q

e−iβljqZq |ψstart〉 , (2)

where Hj are the selected Pauli terms of the problem
Hamiltonian, Zq are the Pauli operators for the drive
Hamiltonian, P the discretization steps, N the number of
qubits and γlj and βljq the variational parameters. The
starting wavefunction |ψstart〉 is the Hartree-Fock wave-
function of the molecule.

We study our QAOA-inspired trial wavefunction for
the three molecules as a function of the number of Pauli
terms K. We start with H2 and select one Pauli term
from the four that describe the problem Hamiltonian.
For this selected Pauli term we calculate the energy min-
imum by applying the VQE algorithm. For a discretiza-
tion step P = 1 we obtain the exact solution with the
Pauli term XX:

|ψ(γ, β)〉 = e−iγXXe−iβ1IZe−iβ2ZI |ψstart〉 , (3)

with γ = −0.1118, β1 = 0.5448, and β2 = −0.2406. The
Pauli term XX together with the Z terms of the drive
Hamiltonian swap an electron from the ground state to
the excited state. The state |ψ(γ, β)〉 completely overlaps
with the ground-state subspace for all bond lengths.

For the two other molecules, LiH and H2O, the energy
difference to the exact solution is calculated for the equi-
librium bond length and is shown in Fig. 1. We start with
P = 1 and K = 1. We randomly select one Pauli term
Hj with j ∈ {1, ...,M} and apply the algorithm (i.e. gen-
erate the trial wave function and minimize the energy by
varying the parameter(s)). We then search for the Pauli
term where the overall lowest energy is achieved. After
finding such a first Pauli term, we search for a second
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FIG. 1. The calculated energy difference of the QAOA so-
lution and the exact solution as a function of the number of
Pauli terms K for different number of discretization steps P .

TABLE I. Number of qubits N and total number of Pauli
terms M needed to represent the three molecules H2, LiH and
H2O. Number of optimal Pauli terms K to obtain chemical ac-
curacy, variational parameters, one-qubit gates and two-qubit
gates for QAOA-inspired trail wavefunction, for the imaginary
time wavefunction and for the UCC trial-wavefunction.

molecule H2 LiH H20

qubits N 2 8 10 N

total Pauli terms M 5 276 551 M < N4

Pauli terms K QAOA-inspired 1 4 18 K � N4

imaginary time 1 4 18 K � N4

var. parameters QAOA-inspired 3 36 198 (N + 1)KP

imaginary time 1 4 18 KP

UCC 1 8 28

one-qubit gates QAOA-inspired 7 80 432 (3N + 1)KP

imaginary time 5 45 302 (2N + 1)KP

UCC 5 120 532

two-qubit gates QAOA-inspired 2 36 240 2(N − 1)KP

imaginary time 2 36 248 2(N − 1)KP

UCC 2 112 504

term that together with the selected first term decreases
the energy difference even further. To obtain chemical
accuracy, the optimal terms are thereby added sequen-
tially. We find that four Pauli terms are needed for LiH
and 18 for H2O.

The results are shown in Tab. I for comparison. There-
fore, trial wavefunctions that reach chemical accuracy
can be constructed by using only a subset of the full
list of terms of the Hamiltonian H. The coefficients of
the terms in the subset are not given by the Hamiltonian
anymore but need to be varied, thereby compensating
the error from neglecting a large number of Pauli terms.
Even less Pauli terms are needed when increasing the
discretization step P . This helps because it introduces
more variational parameters. It opens up the solution

Rx(−π/2) • • Rx(π/2)

Rx(−π/2) • • Rx(π/2)

Rx(−π/2) • • Rx(π/2)

Rx(−π/2) • • Rx(π/2)

Ry(−π/2) • • Ry(π/2)

Rx(−π/2) • • Rx(π/2)

Rx(−π/2) • • Rx(π/2)

Ry(−π/2) Rz(γ) Ry(π/2)

FIG. 2. The quantum circuit to implement the term in
Eq. 4 (the first term for LiH) on a quantum device. In total,
17 one-qubit gates and 14 two-qubit gates are necessary.

space because the same non-commuting Pauli terms Hj

are repeatedly applied, similar to a Trotter expansion.
For two discretization steps, three Pauli terms are suf-
ficient for LiH and 12 for H2O. For three discretization
steps, 10 Pauli terms (out of 551 terms of the full Hamil-
tonian) suffice to reach chemical accuracy for H2O.

As stated above, we keep the previously selected Pauli
terms when adding a new one. The number of iterations
to find the K best Pauli terms out of M scales therefore
only polynomially with M . If we instead tried to find
the K best Pauli terms at once, the number of iterations
would scale exponentially with M or more precisely like(
M
K

)
.

The implementation of a Pauli term on a quantum
device needs to apply a unitary operator that consists
of the exponentiation of the complex Pauli term. As
an example, the Pauli term YXXYXXXX results in the
unitary operator

U = e−iγY XXYXXXX . (4)

The corresponding quantum circuit [16] is shown in Fig.
2. The quantum circuit to create our QAOA-inspired
trial wavefunction consists at most of (3N + 1)KP one-
qubit gates and 2(N − 1)KP two-qubit gates. The num-
ber of gates reduces when there are identity operators in
the Pauli terms. The four Pauli terms needed for LiH to
obtain chemical accuracy with one discretion step result
in only 80 one-qubit gates and 36 two-qubit gates. The
corresponding number of variational parameters is 36 (32
different single-qubit coefficients γ and the four two-qubit
coefficients β). The number of gates of the quantum
circuits can be reduced by compilation or implementing
more complex gates in hardware [21]. The Z terms are
typically implemented not as gates on the quantum de-
vice but in software by adjusting the phases of the indi-
vidual qubits. The numbers of gates are smaller than for
the unitary coupled-cluster (UCC) trial-wavefunctions,
see Tab. I. However, also for the UCC trial-wavefunctions
the number of gates can be reduced by selecting the rel-
evant terms only [23, 27].
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Next we discuss the construction of a Hamiltonian-
based trial wavefunction that requires much less varia-
tional parameters. It is inspired from the notion that the
imaginary-time evolution of a suitable start wavefunction
leads with time t to the ground-state wavefunction

|ψ(t)〉 = e−tH |ψstart〉 . (5)

The imaginary-time evolution cannot be directly imple-
mented on the quantum computer. The corresponding
evolution operator

e−tHj = cosh t− sinh tHj (6)

is not unitary and does not conserve the norm. To ap-
proximate this operator with a unitary operator that can
easily be implemented on a quantum computer, we con-
struct a Hermitian operator H ′ from the Hamiltonian H
such that U ′|ψstart〉 = e−itH

′ |ψstart〉 overlaps with the
solution subspace of e−tH |ψstart〉.

We exemplify this construction with the hydrogen
molecule encoded on two qubits. Numerically solving
Eq. 5, we find that for H2, the most relevant Pauli term
is XX. This is the same as for the QAOA-inspired trial
wavefunction. The wavefunction after imaginary-time
evolution in the XX term is given by

e−tXX |10〉 = cosh t|10〉 − sinh t|01〉
= axx|10〉 − bxx|01〉 , (7)

which needs to be normalized. A similar superposition
can be obtained after real-time evolution of the Hermi-
tian operator H ′ = XY :

e−itXY |10〉 = cos t|10〉 − sin t|01〉
= axy|10〉 − bxy|01〉 . (8)

The squared amplitudes of the state created by the
imaginary-time-evolution in the XX term and of the
state evolving by the unitary U ′ = e−itH

′
can be seen

in Fig. 3. For molecules, the amplitudes are real num-
bers. The imaginary-time evolution results in an equal
superposition of |01〉 and |10〉. The constructed unitary
operator U ′ leads to an oscillation of the amplitudes with
t, reaching the equal superposition at t = π/4. We can
therefore use t as a a variational parameter in U ′.

From this we derive the following heuristic for the al-
gorithm inspired by the imaginary-time evolution: We
replace in each Pauli term Hj one X with one Y or
vice versa. When using this modified Pauli term H ′j ,
the corresponding U ′ mimics the imaginary-time evolu-
tion of Hj . For example, for LiH the optimal Paul term
Hj = Y XXYXXXX becomes H ′j = Y Y XY XXXX.
It does not matter for which qubit we exchange X with
Y, it is only important that by this replacement the Pauli
term Hj acquires a factor i. This is seen by considering
that the Pauli matrices for X and Y differ by a factor
i (besides a minus sign of one off-diagonal element that
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FIG. 3. The square of the renormalized amplitudes of the
trial states of the hydrogen molecule as a function of the vari-
ational parameter t. The labels |axx|2 and |bxx|2 refer to the
ground and excited state of the imaginary-time evolution in
the XX term. The labels |axy|2 and |bxy|2 are the respective
quantities for a unitary evolution due to the XY term.

however does not affect the efficiency of the proposed al-
gorithm). The Pauli term XX of the H2 Hamiltonian
becomes this way the excitation operator XY of the cou-
pled cluster method. The trial wavefunction based on
imaginary-time evolution is then constructed by

|ψ(γ)〉 =

P∏
l

∏
j∈S

e−iγljH
′
j |ψstart〉 . (9)

Here, each Pauli term Hj has one parameter γlj for each
Trotter step P . Increasing the number of Trotter steps
helps in the same way as increasing the discretization
steps in the QAOA-inspired approach. Altogether there
are KP parameters in this approach. The term e−iγljH

′
j

is unitary and can be implemented on a quantum device,
as exemplified in Fig. 2.

The energy difference between the imaginary time-
evolution solution and the exact solution as a function
of the number of Pauli terms K is shown in Fig. 4 for
both LiH and H2O. The Pauli terms are selected succes-
sively one after each other. The error in the optimized
energy decreases in a similar way with the number of
Pauli terms K as the QAOA-inspired trial wavefunction
shown in Fig. 1. As for the QAOA-inspired case, four
Pauli terms are needed for LiH and 18 for H2O to obtain
chemical accuracy for P = 1. Importantly, the number
of variational parameters is only given by the number
of selected Pauli terms and therefore much smaller com-
pared to the QAOA-inspired approach (four instead of
36 for LiH, 18 instead of 198 for H2O). When increasing
the number of Trotter steps P , these numbers increase,
but less Pauli terms are needed: three terms for LiH and
12 for H2O with P = 2, and only nine terms for H2O
with P = 3. The optimal Pauli terms are listed in the
appendix.
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FIG. 4. The energy difference between the variational so-
lution based on imaginary-time evolution and the exact so-
lution, plotted as a function of the number of Pauli terms
K.

We have also studied the influence of the bond length
of the molecules on our trial wavefunction. For LiH we
found that for all bond lengths we only need four Pauli
terms to obtain chemical accuracy. However, for larger
bond lengths the system becomes more entangled and
the first optimal Pauli term changes for bond lengths
larger than 2.4 Å from H ′j = Y Y XY XXXX to H ′j =
Y XXXXXXX.

The implementation of our trial wavefunction based on
imaginary-time evolution in a quantum circuit leads to a
shorter circuit depth. A maximum of (2N + 1)KP one
qubit gates and 2(N −1)KP two-qubit gates are needed.
Considering the identities in the Pauli terms, for LiH
with K = 1, only 45 one-qubit gates and 36 two-qubit
gates are enough to obtain chemical accuracy with only
4 variational parameters.

We can compare our results to the UCC trial-
wavefunction where for LiH, 8 variational parameters,
120 one-qubit gates and 112 two-qubit gates are needed
(considering one Trotter step). In comparison, the
QAOA-inspired trial wavefunction reduces the number
of gates by a third for the one-qubit gates and by more
than a factor of three for the two-qubit gates. With the
imaginary-time evolution trial-wavefunction, the varia-
tional parameters are reduced by 4, the one-qubit gates
by more than a factor of two and the two-qubit gates by
more than a factor of three. The data is summarized in
Tab. I.

In conclusion, we described two types of particle-
number-preserving trial-wavefunctions for VQE which
are based on the problem Hamiltonian. By selecting a
small number of Pauli terms K of the problem Hamil-
tonian, one can construct quantum circuits that have a
very short depth and that create trial wavefunctions ar-
bitrarily close to the exact solution. The Pauli terms are
selected by finding the term that leads to the smallest en-
ergy. With the first Pauli term being selected, a second

Pauli term is searched for. If needed, this is repeated and
further Pauli terms are added until the desired accuracy
is reached. We find that the trial wavefunction inspired
by imaginary time evolution of the problem Hamiltonian
leads to a dramatic reduction of the number of varia-
tional parameters and at the same time to a decrease of
the circuit depth. For example, chemical accuracy can be
reached for LiH with four selected Pauli terms, four varia-
tional parameters and only 36 two-qubit and 45 one-qubit
gates. Such short-depth circuits will become important
for assessing NISQ computers with the goal to calculate
the ground-state energy of small molecules, other quan-
tum systems or synthetic problem Hamiltonians.
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ernelli, Stefan Woerner, the quantum teams at IBM Re-
search – Zurich and the IBM T. J. Watson Research Cen-
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